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ABSTRACT  

Dilute nitride GaAsSbN is an ideal candidate to form the 1-1.15 eV lattice-matched sub-cell that would significantly 
enhance the performance of 3- and 4-junction solar cells. However, growth problems inherent to this quaternary alloy 
lead typically to a poor crystal quality that limits its applicability. Better compositional control and crystal quality have 
been recently reported by growing the material as a GaAsSb/GaAsN superlattice, because of the spatial separation of Sb 
and N that avoid miscibility problems. Moreover, these structures provide bandgap tunability trough period thickness. 
Here we study the performance of lattice-matched 1.15 eV GaAsSb/GaAsN type-II superlattice p-i-n junction solar cells 
with different period thickness and compare them with the bulk and GaAsSbN/GaAs type-I superlattice counterparts. We 
demonstrate carrier lifetime tunability through the period thickness in the type-II structures. However, the long carrier 
lifetimes achievable with periods thicker than 12 nm are incompatible with a high carrier extraction efficiency under 
short-circuit conditions. Only superlattices with thinner periods and short carrier lifetimes show good solar cell 
performance. Quantum kinetic calculations based on the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism predict a 
change in transport regime from direct tunneling extraction to sequential tunneling with sizable thermionic emission 
components when passing from 6 nm to 12 nm period length, which for low carrier lifetime results in a decrease of 
extraction efficiency by more than 30%. 

Keywords: type-II superlattice, multi-junction solar cell, carrier lifetime tunability, extraction efficiency 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
The dilute nitride alloy GaAsSbN can be grown lattice-matched to GaAs and has a tunable bandgap that covers the 1.0-
1.15 eV region. Therefore, it could become a component of monolithically-grown multi junction solar cells,1,2 which up 
to know hold, by far, the record conversion efficiency values: 46.0% under concentration and 38.8% under AM1.5G 
conditions. According to theoretical efficiency calculations, the addition of a sub-cell with an effective bandgap of 1.0-
1.15 eV in the standard (Al)InGaP/(In)GaAs/Ge solar cell structure would provide the optimum multi-layer design3,4 

which would easily surpass the 50% efficiency if operated under concentration.5 

One of the attractive characteristics why the GaAsSbN has become a good candidate for such sub-cell is its exceptional 
band gap versatility, which is explained in the framework of the double band anti-crossing (DBAC) model,6 allowing an 
independent tuning of both conduction and valence band energies by controlling the N and Sb contents, respectively.7 
Besides, GaAsSbN remains lattice-matched to GaAs when the condition [Sb]≈2.8×[N] is fulfilled, since Sb compensates 
the tensile strain induced by N. Moreover, the two-dimensional growth of the material is facilitated by the surfactant 
effect of Sb atoms.8 Notwithstanding these facts, important epitaxial growth problems related with the quaternary nature 
of the GaAsSbN alloy emerge when it is grown as a conventional bulk alloy, such as phase separation (because of its 
large miscibility gap), clustering, N-related point defects or difficult composition control, that substantially degrade the 
solar cell performance.9,10,11  
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An interesting approach to overcome these issues consists on growing the GaAsSbN as a superlattice instead as a 
conventional alloy. Superlattice structures have already been investigated for solar cells.12,13 GaAsSbN-based 
superlattices can be grown with two different kinds of band alignment, type-I (GaAsSbN/GaAs) or type-II 
(GaAsSb/GaAsN), in both cases with electrons confined in GaAsN and holes in GaAsSb. In principle, both kind of 
superlattices would offer additional advantages as compared to bulk GaAsSbN, such as effective bandgap tunability 
through period thickness, because of quantum confinement effects. Moreover, type-II GaAsSb/GaAsN superlattices that 
spatially separates N and Sb, has the advantage of potentially avoiding the miscibility issues related to the simultaneous 
coexistence of both Sb and N during growth. Indeed, we have recently demonstrated improved compositional control 
and crystalline quality type-II GaAsSb/GaAsN superlattices as compared to the bulk and type-I GaAsSbN/GaAs 
superlattice counterparts.14 In addition, these type-II structures show long carrier lifetimes that could be beneficial for 
improved carrier collection.  

Nevertheless, the use of superlattices may bring a major drawback, which is carrier trapping and recombination15 before 
the carriers can be extracted. This fact would severely degrade the carrier transport and the solar cell efficiency. In 
principle, strong electronic coupling and miniband formation would be required to improve carrier transport. 
Nevertheless, this would also unavoidably affect the radiative carrier lifetime, which again affects significantly solar cell 
performance. The interplay between radiative lifetime and extraction efficiency would be ultimately determined by the 
superlattice period thickness, so the design of the superlattice structure has to be considered very carefully.  

In this work we compare both experimentally and theoretically the performance of solar cells made of GaAsSbN thick 
layers, GaAsSbN/GaAs type-I superlattices and GaAsSb/GaAsN type-II superlattices. We analyze the structural and 
optical properties of the different structures and demonstrate radiative carrier lifetime tunability through the period 
thickness in the type-II samples. The impact of period thickness on carrier extraction efficiency is also analyzed and its 
influence on solar cell performance is discussed.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
All the investigated samples were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in a Riber 32 machine. The MBE growth 
process was designed to obtain p-i-n epitaxial structures for subsequent device processing. The substrate is a GaAs (100) 
n+ wafer; the first layer consisted on a 250 nm thick GaAs:Si buffer, then the 750 nm thick active layer made up of the 
different GaAsSbN-based structures was deposited and finally the structure was completed by a 50 nm thick GaAs:Be 
layer on top. The GaAsSbN layer was always grown at a temperature of 470º C and with a usual growth rate of 1ML/s. 
The nominal n and p-type doping concentrations were 2⋅1018 cm-3 in every case. 

The atomic N flux is provided by a radio frequency plasma source using a 0.1 sccm flow of N2. The N flux is 
proportional to the optical emission detection (OED) of the atomic N into the growth chamber, so the N flux is easily 
controlled through the OED. The used N flux was the same in all samples (OED = 2.25 V). On the other hand, the As4, 
Sb4 and Ga are provided by Kundsen effusion cells. These fluxes were also monitored. All the samples were growth 
under As4 overpressure conditions with a beam equivalent pressure (BEP) of 1.8•10-5 torr using a Sb4 BEP of 2•10-7 torr. 
These Sb and N fluxes were chosen after calibrating the composition of ternary (GaAsN and GaAsSb) and quaternary 
alloys,16 so their corresponding nominal contents (approximately 5.0% Sb and 1.8% N) satisfy the lattice matching 
condition to GaAs ([Sb]≈2.8×[N]) and give rise to a bandgap energy around 1.15 eV. 

Four samples with different active layers were grown: a standard quaternary GaAsSbN alloy (sample bulk), a 
GaAsSbN/GaAs type-I superlattice with 12 nm period (sample SL-I12) and two GaAsSb/GaAsN type-II superlattices 
with 12 nm and with 6 nm period (samples SL-II12 and SL-II6, respectively). A sketch of the epitaxial structure of the 
samples as well as their expected band structure is shown in Figure 1.  

The structural properties of the samples were analyzed by High-Resolution X-Ray Diffraction (HR-XRD) with an X’Pert 
Pro Pan’alytical commercial system using the Cu-Kα1 line (1.54056 Å). The optical properties were studied by low 
temperature (15 K) photoluminescence (PL) measurements that were carried out using a He-Ne laser. The emitted light 
was dispersed through a 1 m-spectrometer and detected using a liquid-nitrogen cooled Ge-detector and standard lock-in 
techniques. Time resolved PL (TR-PL) experiments were performed exciting the sample with 405 nm pulsed laser light. 
Decay curves were recorded by a time correlated single photon counting system based on a fast-infrared photomultiplier 
attached to a 0.3 m-focal length spectrometer. The average excitation power density was 0.6 W/cm2 at 10 MHz. Multi-
exponential deconvolution analysis was done taking into account the system response measured with a 980 nm ps laser. 
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NEGF BAND PARAMETERS 

 me/m0 mh/m0 Egap (eV) Eaff (eV) 

GaAsN 0.098 0.500 1.220 4.270 

GaAsSb 0.067 0.516 1.364 4.076 

Time resolution after system response deconvolution is ~200 ps. Current-voltage curves under AM1.5G conditions were 
measured using an Oriel solar simulator with sample temperature control at 25ºC.  

 
Figure 1. Epitaxial structure and expected band structure of the different samples. A type-I band alignment is expected in 
sample SL-I12, with the maximum of the distribution probability of electron and hole wavefunctions (in blue and red, 
respectively) localized in the GaAsSbN layer. A type-II band alignment is expected in samples SL-II12 and SL-II6, with 
maximum of the distribution probability of electron and hole wavefunctions localized in the GaAsN and GaAsSb layers, 
respectively. 

The samples were processed in 200 μm-diameter mesa-etched devices using standard fabrication techniques. The mesa 
structures were defined by wet etching using a H3PO4-H2O2-H2O (1:1:8) solution. The p-type contact, deposited on top 
of the mesa, was Au/Au-Zn/Au (100/800/2000 Å). A common n-type contact consisting on Au-Ge/Au (800/2000 Å) was 
evaporated on the substrate side. The contacts were exposed to an annealing process at 400 ºC during 1 minute.  

3. MODEL 

To model photocarrier transport under experimental conditions (finite built-in field and room temperature operation), the 
NEGF formalism as adapted for photovoltaic device simulation17 is used. This approach has the advantage that it 
captures the essential mechanisms of charge carrier generation, transport and recombination in arbitrary potential profiles 
and operating conditions, and it has been used successfully to analyze photocarrier transport in Si-SiOx and III-V alloy 
superlattices.18,19 The electronic structure model for the bulk constituent materials used at this stage consists of a simple 
two band effective mass model with parameters obtained from the double BAC theory.7 For the effects of temperature, 
the inelastic scattering of charge carriers due to coupling to dispersionless polar optical phonons and the elastic 
interaction with acoustic phonons is considered using the Fröhlich Hamiltonian and the deformation potential formalism, 
respectively. Photogeneration is described within linear coupling to the classical light field, while for the emission, the 
incoherent coupling to free field modes is considered.20 The band parameters used in the simulation are summarized in 
Table 1. For the electron-phonon interaction, parameters for bulk GaAs were used, and a Kane energy of Pcv

2/(2m0)= 
28.8 eV was assumed for the light-matter coupling. 

 
Table 1. Band parameters used in the NEGF simulations of GaAsSb/GaAsN superlattices. 
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4. RESULTS 

4.1. Structural analysis by XRD 
All samples were first structurally investigated by HR-XRD. The performed measurements consist on rocking curves 
(omega-2 theta scans around the (004) GaAs reflection), which are shown in Figure 2. In the bulk and SL-I112 samples 
the main diffraction peak appears shifted towards the tensile region of the spectrum, more in bulk than in SL-I12. On the 
other hand, the SL-II12 sample is almost perfectly lattice matched, indicating that the expected contents from the 
calibration with the ternaries were incorporated. The alternate introduction of Sb and N in the growth surface allows for 
an accurate control of the Sb and N composition, in contrast to the altered composition in bulk and GaAsSbN/GaAs 
structures due to the concomitant presence of N and Sb. This has been already observed recently in similar samples.14 A 
deviation from the lattice-matching condition is also observed in the case of sample SL-II6. A series of thin type-II 
superlattice samples grown for calibration (not shown) show an accurate composition control within the whole range of 
periods, so the deviation is likely due to small unwanted variations in the growth conditions. Nevertheless, a subtle effect 
of period thickness on Sb incorporation cannot be ruled-out in these structures.21  

The spacing between subsequent secondary peaks is inversely proportional to the superlattice period thickness. 
Calculations allow us estimating the period thickness, found to be 11.9 in SL-I12, 13.4 in SL-II12 and 6.4 in SL-II6, close 
to the nominal values. Moreover, the narrower main peak in the superlattices as compared to the broader peak in the bulk 
structure indicates a better strain and composition homogeneity, which means that composition modulation and 
clustering effects are significantly reduced in the superlattice structures. Remarkably, the secondary peaks are also 
narrower and more intense in the type-II superlattices as compared to type-I superlattice, reflecting a higher interface 
quality when Sb and N are incorporated separately. 

 
Figure 2. Omega-2 theta scans around the (004) GaAs Bragg reflection performed on the samples bulk, SL-I12, SL-II12, and 
SL-II6. The most intense peak at 33.0239º corresponds to GaAs. 

4.2. Optical analysis and radiative lifetimes 

Figure 3 shows the 15 K PL spectra of the four samples. On one hand, the PL peak intensity is larger and the full width 
at half maximum (FWHM) narrower in the two 12 nm-period superlattices than in the bulk, which could be an indication 
of improved material quality. On the other hand, comparing SL-I12 and SL-II12, the PL peak intensity is higher and the 
FWHM narrower in the type-II superlattice, which points to a better crystal and interface quality of the GaAsSb/GaAsN 
superlattices.14 This results are in agreement with those obtained from XRD. The bulk spectrum appears slightly 
redshifted, which, taking into account the XRD results, is likely due to a minor increase of N incorporation. The peak 
energy of SL-II6 is significantly blueshifted, as expected from the higher quantum confinement due to the reduced period 
thickness. However, finite element calculations predict a blueshift of ∼40 meV when the period is reduced from 13.4 to 
6.4 nm.14 This partially explains the measured blueshift of 52 meV, the extra shift being likely due to a lack of Sb, which 
agrees with the position of the main superlattice peak of the XRD spectrum in the tensile region. The reduction of Sb can 
be estimated to be ∼1%. The period thickness of the type-II superlattices is therefore an additional parameter, besides the 
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Sb and N contents, to effectively tune material bandgap. The PL blueshift is accompanied by a strong FWHM 
broadening as well as a reduction of peak intensity, likely due to the formation of broader minibands. 

 
Figure 3. PL spectra taken at low temperature (15 K) of samples bulk, SL-I12, SL-II12, and SL-II6. 

TR-PL measurements were carried out in an equivalent series of thinner samples to analyze carrier lifetime and, 
particularly, in the case of the two type–II superlattices, to obtain information about the influence of period thickness. 
Figure 4 shows the TR-PL decay curves at the PL peak energy for the whole series of samples. There are clearly two 
different tendencies in the decay dynamics: on one hand, the SL-II12 has a significantly slower PL decay, while the bulk, 
SL-I12, and even the SL-II6 show a similar faster decay. The bulk sample has the faster PL extinction, followed very 
closely for the SL-I12 and finally for the SL-II6. 

 
Figure 4. Time-resolved PL decay curves of the samples bulk, SL-I12, SL-II12 and SL-II6 measured at the PL peak energy. 
Solid lines show the result of a double or triple-exponential fit to the experimental data. The longest times obtained from this 
fitting for each sample are indicated in the figure. 

It was necessary to carry out a multi-exponential fitting analysis in each sample to describe the decay dynamics along the 
full-time range. The characteristics times and their relative weights obtained from each sample are shown in Table 1. At 
low temperature the non-radiative recombination is negligible so the measured lifetime is assumed to be the radiative 
lifetime. Samples bulk, SL-I12 and SL-II6 show similar decay dynamics, which are accurately described using a double 
exponential fit that gives two radiative lifetimes of ∼3-4 ns and ∼15-16 ns, respectively. However, a longer lifetime with 
a significant relative weight appears in sample SL-II12. Focusing on the longest radiative lifetimes for each structure, it is 
three times longer in the SL-II12 (49 ns) than in the other three cases (16.9, 15.5 and 15.1 in bulk, SL-I12 and SL-II6, 
respectively). The existence of this significantly longer radiative lifetime only for the type-II superlattice with thicker 
period confirms the existence of type-II band alignment and slower carrier recombination. On the contrary, when the 
period thickness is reduced to 6 nm, radiative lifetime is also reduced towards that of conventional type-I structures. This 
is due to the stronger electronic coupling and formation of minibands when the period thickness is short enough, which 
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CARRIER LIFETIMES 

 τ1 (ns) / w1 (%) τ2 (ns) / w2 (%) τ3 (ns) / w3 (%) 

Bulk --- 15.1 / 76.2 2.9 / 23.8 

SL-I12 --- 15.5 / 78.0 3.3 / 22.0 

SL-II12 49.1 / 24.6 17.0 / 54.7 4.2 / 20.7 

SL-II6 --- 16.7 / 81.5 4.1 / 18.5 

makes the local density of states less localized (see section 4.4). This demonstrates that the carrier radiative lifetime can 
be effectively tuned through changing the period thickness in type-II superlattices. 

 
Table 2. PL radiative lifetimes and their relative weights for samples bulk, SL-I12, SL-II12 and SL-II6 obtained from a multi-
exponential fit to the experimental decay curves measured at the PL peak energy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3. Solar cell performance 

The IV curves under AM1.5G conditions of all the samples processed as 200 μm diameter mesa-etched devices are 
shown in Figure 5. The performances of the SL-I12 and the SL-II12 are very similar, the type-II showing slightly better 
efficiency values (1.0% and 1.1%, respectively.) Both the SL-I12 and the SL-II12 have a very low short circuit current 
density (Jsc), slightly above 6 mA/cm2 and also a very similar open circuit voltage (Voc), 0.37 V and 0.38 V, respectively. 
The 12 nm period superlattices have weak electronic coupling which results in strong carrier localization, so 
photogenerated carriers cannot be easily extracted and transport is strongly degraded. These carrier collection problems 
also likely cause the degradation in the Voc as compared to the bulk. The PL spectra shown a bulk effective bandgap 
smaller than the 12 nm superlattices ones, thus the Voc reduction is still more significant. Therefore, in the case of thick 
periods, carrier collection problems strongly degrade solar cell performance. On the other hand, switching to reduced 
period thicknesses results in an impressive enhancement of Jsc, as it is shown by sample SL-II6. This device has a slightly 
lower Jsc than the bulk (22.7 mA/cm2 vs. 25.3 mA/cm2, respectively) and an efficiency close to that of bulk (6.2% and 
6.8%, respectively). It is important to notice at this point that the superlattice structure only has half the amount of Sb/N-
containing material (absorbing material), since only half amount of N and Sb atoms are incorporated into the structure. 
The SL-II6 has higher Voc than bulk (0.45 V and 0.40 V, respectively), which is slightly lower than the effective bandgap 
energy increase of 62 meV shown by the PL spectra. 

 
Figure 5. IV curves under AM1.5G conditions for all the series of samples. 
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performance, which makes them good candidates to be series-connected to GaAs/Ge in order to produce more efficient 
multi-junction solar cells. 
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